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MISSION 

 mission is to provide an effortless and convenient method of 

donating your used clothes, shoes, accessories and household 

item.  not only provides an easy way to be part of a truly good 

cause, it gives a secondary use to corrugated boxes and 

guarantees they will be recycled. This is an all-round 

Sustainability solution.



HOW IT WORKS 

 Reuse your online shipping boxes in which you 

received your purchases, or any other cardboard 

box you may have to donate.

 Fill the box with clothing, accessories and 

household goods you no longer need.

 Print your free prepaid shipping  label and choose 

a charity  where you would like to ship your 

donation.



1. OPEN YOUR BOX

Unpack your merchandise and 

enjoy your new look!

2. PACK YOUR BOX

Fill the box with 

clothing and 

household goods you 

no longer need.

3. LABEL AND SEND

Print the pre-paid 

shipping label here

and attach it to the box 

and ship as usual.

https://givebackbox.com/?page_id=7&loc=givebackboxlp&icid=givebackboxlp_givebackbox_122914


FREE SHIPPING LABEL



OUR SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT

BENEFITS

Environmental 

Social 

Economical



ENVIRONMENTAL

 Everyday millions of  boxes are being shipped by online retailers. While 93% of all  

boxes are recycled, this program ensures that the box gets a second life and is 

recycled. Our mission is dedicated to protecting our environment through the 

philosophy of reduce, reuse, and recycle by helping people to donate items to 

charities using the same box.



SOCIAL

 Through making the item donations process both convenient and hassle free, we will 

change the way people donate and allow charities to collect donations to help carry 

out their mission. Donating these items makes helping the 50 million people living 

below poverty a reality.



ECONOMICAL 

 Donating using is hassle free for the donor and it also saves time in their already 

busy schedule. You no longer have to use your time to drive and drop-off your 

donation, you can simply mail it to the charity. The retailer bottom line is also 

impacted positively through enabling them to become the catalyst in providing their 

customers with the convenience.



REDUCE –REUSE-RECYCLE
“Think about donating before you 

recycle your next box”




